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Abstract 
A techique of refining connected topological group topologies on Abelian torsion groups is 
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1. Introduction 
Let P be a topological (or topological group) property. We consider the problem of 
whether a given Abelian topological group G having P admits a strictly finer topological 
group topology still having the property P. 
This problem was considered by Comfort and Robertson in [8] for pseudocompactness. 
It was shown there that an Abelian pseudocompact group G admits a strictly finer pseu- 
docompact topological group (TG for short) topology under some additional restrictions 
(for example, this is true for all nonmetrizable pseudocompact Abelian torsion groups). 
Earlier, the same authors proved in [7] that every compact Abelian group admits a strictly 
fmer pseudocompact TG topology. The existence of pseudocompact group refinements of 
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compact topological groups in a non-Abelian case was considered in [6]. A strengthening 
of compact TG topologies to countably compact TG topologies was dealt with in [l] and 
r91. 
In the present article, the property P under investigation is connectedness. This prop- 
erty, similarly to pseudocompactness, can easily be lost when refining the original topol- 
ogy of a group. For connectedness the difficulties arise even for second-countable topo- 
logical groups. Certain algebraic reasons force us to divide the study of the problem in 
question into torsion-free and torsion cases. The case of torsion-free groups was con- 
sidered by the authors in [24]. It was proved among other things that every connected 
separable Abelian torsion-free group admits a strictly finer connected separable TG topol- 
ogy. The special case of the additive group of reals with the usual topology has been 
earlier treated in [ 161. 
We consider Abelian torsion groups here. The main result of the paper is Theorem 4.3 
which states that every connected Abelian group G of finite exponent with zu(G) < 2n0 
and c(G) 6 He admits a strictly finer connected TG topology. An analogous result is 
valid for separable groups: every connected separable Abelian group of finite exponent 
admits a strictly finer connected separable TG topology (Theorem 4.5). To prove these 
results, we develop a necessary technique in Section 3. The proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 
4.5 appear in Section 4. 
2. Terminology and notation 
We use respectively N and Z to denote the set of nonnegative integers and the Abelian 
group of integers. The set of positive integers is denoted by Nf. The cyclic group of 
order n is Z,. The symbol c stands for the cardinality of continuum, c = 2No. 
The weight, density and cellularity of a space X are denoted by w(X), d(X) and 
c(X) respectively. The closure of a subset 5’ of a space X is clx 5’ or simply cl S. 
A regular closed subset of a space X is a set of the form cl U with U open in X. The 
interior of a set A is Int(A). The cardinality of a set A is denoted by IAl. 
We denote by (D) the subgroup of a group G generated by a subset D C G. If G is 
a torsion group and the order of every element of G is a power of a prime p, G is said 
a p-group. If G is a torsion group and the orders of all elements of G are bounded, G 
is said to be of finite exponent or of bounded order. We prefer, however, to use the first 
term to avoid any confusion that could be caused by Definition 3.1 below. 
In what follows all groups are assumed to be Abelian. 
3. Preliminary facts and results 
The following notion was introduced and studied in [14]. 
Definition 3.1. A topological group G is called No-bounded if it can be covered by 
countably many translations of any neighborhood of the identity. 
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By Corollary 1 of [14), a topological group G is No-bounded if it is topologically 
isomorphic to a subgroup of a Cartesian product of second countable groups. Every 
separable group and every group of countable cellularity is No-bounded. In particular, 
the class of No-bounded groups contains the classes of compact, pseudocompact and 
totally bounded groups. Indeed, pseudocompact groups are totally bounded [lo] and 
every totally bounded group is a dense subgroup of a compact group. It remains to note 
that each compact topological group is of countable cellularity (see [2, Theorem 3.1 (iv)]), 
so that pseudocompact and totally bounded groups have countable cellularity. 
More facts on relationships between No-bounded groups and other classes of topolog- 
ical groups can be found in [23]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a p-group of an uncountable cardinali X. Then the cardinality 
of the group 
Hj = {g E G: Pjg = 0~) 
is equal to X for each j E IV+. 
Proof. Denote by cp the homomorphism of G to G, cp(g) = pg for each g E G. It is 
clear that HI = Ker(cp). Note that if g, h E G and cp(h) = g then cp-‘(g) = h + HE. 
Therefore, 
lcp-l(g)/ < [HI[ for each g E G. (*I 
Let 1 HI / = 7 and suppose that we have proved the inequality ) Hj 1 6 7 . No for some 
j E N+. Then Hj+l = Hj U 9-l (Hj). Applying (*) and the hypothesis of induction, we 
conclude that 1 Hj+ 11 < T . No. 
Since G = Ujcw Hj and ICI > No we conclude X = T and this completes the 
proof. Cl 
Given a group G, tG always stands for the torsion-subgroup of G. The elements of G 
with order some power of a fixed prime p form a subgroup G,, the p-prime component 
of G [21]. The result below is a generalization of Lemma 3.2 of [24]. 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be an No-bounded topological group and H a subgroup of G, I H / < 
c. Suppose that G satisjies one of the following conditions: 
(a) IG/tGI 3 c; 
(b) the subgroup tG is dense in G and if lp”G,j > 1 for some integer n > 0 and a 
prime p then lp”GPl 3 c. 
Then for every nonempty open subset U of G there exists an element g E U such that 
(s) f-~ H = {OG). 
Proof. It is clear that /G/ > IG/tG( 3 c in case (a). If (b) holds and IG\ > 1 then tG 
being dense in G, there exists a prime p with lGpl > 1, whence IGI > lGpl 3 c. Since 
the conclusion of the lemma is trivial for a one-point group, we can assume without loss 
of generality that IGI > c. 
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Let U be a neighborhood of the identity in G. Since G is k&-bounded and translations 
preserve the cardinality, we have JUI = (G/ > c. Furthermore, if G’ is a subgroup of 
G with jG’/ > c and U n G’ # 0 then /U n G’/ 3 c. The latter assertion immediately 
follows from the fact that every subgroup of an No-bounded group is No-bounded [14]. 
(a) IG/tGI 3 c. We apply then an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 
2.4 of [4]. Let C be a subset of U with the property IC n (u + tG)( = 1 for each u E U. 
It is clear that g - g’ $ tG for distinct g, g’ E C. We claim that 1C] > c. Indeed, since G 
is No-bounded, there exists a countable set K & G with K + U = G, and the equalities 
G=(K+U)+tG=K+(U+tG)=K+(C+tG)=(K+C)+tG 
imply that 
c < JG/tG( < lK + Cl. 
Since K is countable, we conclude that [Cl 3 c. 
Assume that (g) n H # (0~) for each g E C, g # 0~. Then for every such a g E C 
there are n E N+ and h E H with ng = h # 0~. Since IHI < c, one can find distinct 
elements g, g’ in C, n E Nf and h E H so that ng = ng’ = h. This gives n(g-g’) = OG, 
whence g -9’ E tG. The latter contradicts the choice of the set C. Thus, (g) Ti H = (0~) 
for some g E C C U. 
(b) The group tG is dense in G and Ip”Gpl 3 c whenever the group p”G, is nontrivial. 
Since every nonempty open subset of G intersects tG and tG is No-bounded as a 
subgroup of G 1141, one can assume without loss of generality that G = tG. We consider 
the following two subcases. 
(bl) G = G, for some prime p. Let U be a nonempty open subset of G and n be the 
minimal positive integer such that U n G(n) # 8, where G(n) = {g E G: png = 0~). 
Consider the homomorphism II, : G + G defined by $(x) = pnelx, x E G. It is clear 
that $J is continuous and from the definition of n it follows that the group $(G) is 
nontrivial. Therefore, (b) implies that I+(G)] 3 c. Put K = +(G). Let t be a topological 
group topology for K consisting of the sets @(IV) with W open in G. The group (K, t) 
is No-bounded as a quotient group of the No-bounded group G [14]. Since IK1 3 c. 
Lemma 3.2 implies that (G( I ) n K 1 = I K I 2 c. The subgroup L = G( 1) n K of the 
No-bounded group (K, t) is also No-bounded [14]. From the definition of n it follows 
that V = $(U) n L is a nonempty open subset of L, and hence IV) 3 c. Since I HI < c, 
there exists g E U with $(g) E V \ H. It is clear then that (g) n H = (0~). 
(b2) There are at least two different nontrivial primary components in G. We will show 
that there exists g E U with (g) n H = (0~). Let G = @,cp G, be a decomposition 
of G into the direct sum of its p-primary components G,. where P is the set of all 
primes p with IG,) > 1. By our assumption, (G,\ > c for all p E P. Clearly, there exist 
pt,...,prc~PsuchthatUn(G,,+~..+G,,)#Q). 
Put K =G,, +...+G,,. Consider the topological group topology t for K with the 
base at zero consisting of the sets (IV, n G,, ) + . . . + (Wk n GPk), where Wi , . . , IVk 
are open neighborhoods of 0~ in G. It is clear that t is finer than the topology K inherits 
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from G. The group (K, t) is topologically isomorphic to the direct sum eiGk GPi of 
&bounded subgroups of G, and hence it is also No-bounded. 
Put V = U n K. Since V # 0, there exist nonempty open sets V,, . , Vk in 
G p,,...> G,, respectively such that VI + . . . + vk C V. Apply (bl) to find a nonzero 
element gi E Vi of order p” such that (gi) n H = (0~); 1 < i 6 k. The ele- 
ment g = gi + . . + gk has order N = py’ . . .p;” and belongs to V. We claim that 
(g) n H = (0~). Indeed, assume that 0~ # mg E H for some m < N. Then m is a 
divisor of N, and hence m divides rni = p;’ . . $-’ . . . p:” for some i 6 k. Clearly, 
mig E H. On the other hand, mig = migi # 0~ because the order of gi is equal to py’ . 
Thus, 
OG # migi E (sz) n H, 
a contradiction with the choice of gi. 0 
Remark 3.4. The second part of the condition (b) of Lemma 3.3 can seem somewhat 
artificial. For Abelian groups of finite exponent, however, this condition is inevitable as 
the following example shows. 
Let p, 4 be distinct prime numbers. Denote by A and B respectively a countable 
group of exponent p with the discrete topology and an No-bounded group of exponent q, 
IBl = c (one can take B to be equal to 7,: with the product topology, where 2, is the 
discrete cyclic group of cardinality q). Then the group G = A x B is No-bounded as a 
product of two No-bounded groups. If, however, g E G is an arbitrary nonzero element, 
say g = (a, b), then the cyclic group (g) generated by g contains a nonzero element 
qg = (qa, 0~) that belongs to the countable subgroup H = A x (0~) of G. This means 
that the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 is not valid for G. 
However, for a connected p-group G the conditions of Lemma 3.3 can be weakened 
as the following corollary shows. 
Corollary 3.5. Let G be an No-bounded connected Abelian p-group and H a subgroup 
of G, 1 H 1 < c. Then every nonempty open subset U of G contains an element g satisfying 
(s) n H = (0~). 
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that IGI > 1. Since G is connected and 
completely regular, Corollary 6.1.3 of [12] implies that ]GI > c. Note that if the group 
p”G is nontrivial for some n E N then Ip”Gl 3 c, because p”G is connected as image of 
the group G under the continuous homomorphism $, : G + G defined by g,,(x) = pnz, 
x E G. It remains to apply Lemma 3.3. •I 
The following problem arises in connection with Corollary 3.5. 
Problem 3.6. Suppose that G is an No-bounded connected Abelian group and H is a 
subgroup of G, I H 1 < c. Does every nonempty open subset U of G contain an element 
g satisfying (g) n H = {OG}? 
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To refine connected TG topologies on Abelian torsion groups, we need some “basic” 
connected Abelian torsion groups as an auxiliary tool for our constructions. The following 
two lemmas will supply us with a series of separable connected elementary p-groups of 
cardinality c. In fact, our “basic” groups coincide with those constructed by Graev (see 
[ 13, Corollary 2, Section 12]), we just change a little the proof given by Graev. 
Denote by A( I) the free Abelian topological group over the unit interval I in the sense 
of Graev (see [13] or [20]) with 0 E 1 as zero of A(1). The group A(I) is a-compact 
and connected being the union of an increasing sequence of continuous images of the 
cubes Izn, n E IV+, under the mappings (Pi : 12” + A(I) defined by 
$%(~1,~2>.'~, 52n-l,22n) = (51 -x2)+...+ (52n-I -Z2n). 
The same argument shows that A(I) is separable, and hence the weight of A(1) is not 
greater than continuum [ 12, Theorem 1.5.61. 
Lemma 3.7. The subgroup d(I) = {ng: g E A(I)} of A(I) is closed in A(I) for 
every n E N+. 
Proof. Let 7~ E N+ be given. By Theorem 4 of [13], a subset P C A(I) is closed 
in A(1) iff P fl a(I), is closed for each k E IV+, where A(l), is the subset of A(1) 
consisting of all words of the length at most k. In other words, A(1) is topologically a 
direct limit of its closed subspaces A(I),, k E N+. Therefore, it suffices to show that 
K n A(I), is closed in A(I) for each k E N+ where K = ml(I). Note that A(1), is 
compact as a continuous image of the compact space (I$ -I)“. Thus, nA(I), is also 
compact and it remains to verify the equality 
K n a(I), = m%(I), n A(&, k E N+. C**) 
It is clear that r&(l), nA(I), C r&(1) flA(l),. Let us prove the converse inclusion. 
For an element g E A(I), let l(g) be the length of g, that is, the minimal integer m 3 0 
with g E A(I),. Since the group A(1) is Abelian, we have Z(kg) = kl(g) for all 
g E A(1) and k E N+. Let an element g E K n a(I), be arbitrary. Then l(g) < k and 
g = nh for some element h E A(I). Thus, k 3 Z(g) = l(nh) = nZ(h). The latter means 
that l(h) < k, whence g E r&(l), n A(l)k. This proves (**) and the lemma. •I 
Lemma 3.8. The quotient group A, = A(I)/pA(I) is separable connected and has 
order p for any integer p >, 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, the group pA(1) is closed in A(l), and hence the group A, is 
Hausdorff. The quotient homomorphism rr : A(I) + A, is continuous, so the conclusion 
follows from the fact that the group A(1) is separable and connected. 0 
In the following two results the groups need not to be Abelian; however we will only 
apply them in the Abelian case. The first of these results is well-known (see [15, Theorem 
7.141 or [12, Theorem 6.1.281). 
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Lemma 3.9. Zf T : G -+ H is a continuous open homomorphism of a group G onto a 
connected group H and the kernel of r is connected then G is also connected. 
Lemma 3.10. Let G be a connected topological group with a topology r and H a closed 
normal connected subgroup of G. Let also r : G + G/H be the quotient homomorphism 
of G onto the quotient group G/H = G* and r* the quotient topology on G’. Suppose 
there exists a connected topological group topology rf on G* strictly finer than r*. Then 
the topological group topology I-, on G with the base 
a={vnn-‘(IQ): VET, Vf ETf} 
is connected and strictly finer than T. 
Proof. 
Claim 1. The homomorphism 7r : (G, 7,) + (G*, of) is open. Indeed, let U E t3 be 
arbitrary. Then U = V n K’ (Vf ) for some V E r and Vf E rf, whence 
7t(U) = ~(v n n-l(vf)) = n(v) n v,. 
Clearly, r(V) E r* 2 rf. and hence x(U) E of. Since B is a base for TV, our first 
claim is proved. 
Claim 2. The topologies H inherits from (G, 7,) and (G, 7) coincide. 
By considering a neighborhood base at the identity of (G, TV). Claim 2 is clear, since 
H = kerr. 
It is clear that the topology T, is strictly finer than 7. The kernel H of the homo- 
morphism rr : (G, 7,) 4 (G/H, rf) is connected (apply Claim 2) as well as its image 
(G/H, rf ). Since the homomorphism ?I is open (Claim l), the connectedness of (G, 7,) 
follows from Lemma 3.9. 0 
The following useful fact and its modifications are frequently applied in different 
constructions (see [ll, Lemma 3.11 and [4]). 
Proposition 3.11. Let G and H be groups of a prime order p. Then every homomorphism 
f : X + H from a subgroup X of G extends to a homomorphism F: G -+ H. 
Proof. It is clear that every subgroup of G is pure. By Theorem 4.3.8 of [21], every 
pure bounded subgroup of an Abelian group G is a direct summand of G, whence the 
necessary conclusion follows. 0 
The following purely topological result is a special case of Theorem 3 of [22]. 
Lemma 3.12. Let X be a space satisfying W(X) < c and c(X) < NO. Then the family 
RC(X) of all regular closed subsets of X has the cardinality not greater than c. 
A space X satisfying the inequality c(X) < No is called ccc. We conclude this section 
with an auxiliary fact which seems well-known (for a proof see [5, Chapter VII]). 
Lemma 3.13. A product of a ccc space and a separable space is also ccc. 
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4. Main results 
The following result (see [24, Proposition 4.21) is a key to the proof of Theorems 4.3 
and 4.5 below. We give its proof here for the sake of completeness. 
Proposition 4.1. Let D be a dense disconnected subspace of the product X x Y of 
connected spaces such that p(D) = X where p : X x Y -+ X is the projection. Then 
there exists a closed subset F of X x Y disjoint from D such that p(F) has a nonempty 
interior: In fact, F = cl Or nclO2 for some disjoint open subsets 01, 02 of X x Y which 
cover D. 
Proof. Since D is dense in X x Y and disconnected, one can find disjoint open sets 
Or and 02 in X x Y so that D c 01 U 02. Note that X x Y = cl 01 U cl 02. Put 
F = cl Or n cl 02. The sets D and F are disjoint because D is covered by 01 and 01. 
Let a point 2 E X \ p(F) be arbitrary. Then p-‘(z) n F = 8 and we claim that either 
p-‘(z) C cl Or or p-‘(z) C cl 02. Indeed, otherwise the equality 
P-*(X) = (P-‘(Z) n ~10~) u (P-~(Z) n ~10~) 
would give us a partition of p-’ (CZ) into two disjoint clopen subsets, which contradicts 
the connectedness of the space p-‘(z) E Y. 
For a subset 0 C X x Y, define 
J?(O) = x \ p(X x Y \ 0). 
It is clear that p#(O) = {z E X: p-l & 0). Let us verify the following inclusion: 
X \ p(F) C &cl Or) u p#(cl 02). (1) 
Let z E X \ p(F). Then either p-‘(z) C cl01 or p-‘(z) & ~102. whence either 
IL: E #(cl Or) or 2 E p#(cl Oz), which proves (1). 
Since the projection p is open, both sets p#(clOr) and #(cl 02) are closed in X. 
It is easy to see that these sets are disjoint. Indeed, if z E p#(clOi) n #(cl OZ), then 
p-‘(z) C cl Oi n cl 02 = F. Since p(D) = X, there exists y E Y with (x, 1~) E D. But 
then (z, y) E D n F # 0, a contradiction. 
Note that #(cl 01) # X # p#(clO2), otherwise either cl01 = X x Y or cl02 = 
X x Y which is impossible. Since X is connected, we conclude that 
x #~#(ClO,) up#(c102). 
Therefore, (1) implies that the nonempty open set X \ (#(cl 01) U #(cl 02)) is con- 
tained in p(F). This proves the proposition. q 
The result below is a special case of Theorem 4.3. In some sense it is the “inductive 
step” in the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a nontrivial connected topological group of a prime order p 
satishing w(G) < c and c(G) < No. Then G admits a strictlyker connected topological 
group topology satisfying the same restrictions. 
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Proof. The idea of our proof is close to that used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [24]. 
However, some details have to be changed when dealing with torsion groups. We shall 
construct a discontinuous homomorphism h from G to the separable connected group 
A(p) considered in Lemma 3.8 in such a way that the subgroup 
D = {(z, h(z)): z E G} 
of G x A(l)n with the induced topology will be dense in G x A(I), and connected. 
Being separable, the weight of A, does not exceed c [12, Theorem 1.5.61. Hence every 
dense subgroup K of G x ki(I), satisfies the inequalities w(K) < c and c(K) 6 No (the 
latter because of Lemma 3.13 and the fact that a dense subspace of a ccc space is also 
ccc). 
The restriction of the projection p : G x .b(I)p + G to D is a continuous isomorphism 
of D onto G, but rr = ~10 is not a homeomorphism (otherwise h would be continuous). 
Consider the weakest topological group topology on G which makes the homomor- 
phism 7~’ : G -+ D continuous. In other words, identify the group G with D by means 
of the isomorphism rr. This gives us a strictly finer connected group topology on G 
satisfying the same cardinal restrictions. 
We start with a construction of the homomorphism h: G 4 A(I),. Denote by F 
the family of all closed subsets F of the product n = G x A(1), which have the 
form F = cl 01 f? cl O2 for some open sets Or, 0~ in 17 and satisfy the condition 
Int(#)) # 0. L emma 3.12 implies that 131 < c. Let {Fey: Q < c} be an enumeration 
of F. Suppose that we have constructed a set X0 = {z,: y < p} C G for some /3 < c. 
Denote by H,J a subgroup of G generated by the set Xp, HP = (X0). The group G 
is ccc, and hence is No-bounded [14]. Being connected and nontrivial, G is at least of 
cardinality c. Applying Corollary 3.5, we can pick a point Z,J E Int(p(Fp)) such that 
zp # 0~ and (zp) n Hp = (0~). (2) 
Repeat this procedure for every p < c. It gives us a set X = (5,: LY < c}. From our 
construction it follows that 2, E p(F,) for each ct < c, so one can define a function 
f : X -+ A(l)n such that (z~, f(z,)) E F, for all cy < c. 
Note then that the set Gr(f) = {(z, f(z)): II: E X} is dense in 17. Indeed, the set 
FU = cl U ml U = cl U belongs to 3 for each nonempty open subset U of n and Gr(f) 
intersects each of the sets F[I. Since the space 17 is regular, we conclude that Gr(f) is 
dense in II. 
By (2), f extends to a homomorphism f: (X) + a(1),. Apply Proposition 3.11 to 
extend f^ to a homomorphism h: G + a(I)*. Consider the group D defined at the 
beginning of the proof: 
D = {(LX, h(z)): LG E G} & 17. 
The group D contains the set Gr(f), and hence is dense in 17. It remains to show that D 
is connected. Assume the contrary and apply Proposition 4.1 to find an element F E 3 
with F n D = 0. Then Gr(f) Ti F = 0, which contradicts the fact that Gr(f) intersects 
all members of 3. 
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Thus, D is a dense connected subgroup of lir. The inequalities w(D) < c and c(D) < 
Nu were mentioned before. We can now introduce a strictly finer connected topological 
group topology on G using the epimorphism pi o : D 4 G. This completes the proof. 0 
One of the main results of the paper is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a nontrivial ConnectedAbelian torsion group ofjinite exponent. If 
G satisfies w(G) < c and c(G) < No then G admits a strictlyjner connected topological 
group topology satisfying the same cardinal restrictions. 
Proof. Let n be the order of G. If n is prime, an application of Lemma 4.2 completes 
our proof. Otherwise there is a prime divisor p of n with p # n. Put m = n/p and 
consider a homomorphism $J : G + G defined by g(g) = mg for each g E G. It is 
clear that $J is continuous and the subgroup g(G) of G is connected and contained in 
K = {X E G: pz = 0~). The group K is closed, therefore the closure of $(G) in G, 
say H, is a connected subgroup of K. 
Let G* = G/H be the quotient group of G. From the definition of G* it follows 
that the order of each nonzero element of G* is p and w(G*) 6 c, c(G*) < Ho. Apply 
Lemma 4.2 to find a connected topological group topology rf for G* strictly finer than its 
quotient topology r* and satisfying the same cardinal restrictions. Furthermore, by means 
of the construction in Lemma 4.2, we can identify (G*, rf) with a dense subgroup of 
the product 17 = G* x A(I), where A(I), is connected separable group of order p (see 
Lemma 3.8). More precisely, there exists a discontinuous homomorphism h : G* -+ a(l)P 
which maps G* onto a dense connected subgroup r = {(x, h(s)): z E G*} of the group 
17 = G* x A(l),. 
Let 7r : G + G* be the quotient homomorphism. Lemma 3.10 implies that the topo- 
logical group topology 7, for G with the base 
B= {vn?+(Vf): V/E, v, E’rf} 
is connected and strictly finer than the original topology r of G. It remains to show 
that w(G, 7,) 6 c and c(G, 7,) < No. Let idG be the identity isomorphism of G onto 
itself. Denote by cp the diagonal product of the homomorphisms idG and hi = h o T, 
cp : G -+ G x A(I),, and put L = p(G). Then ‘p is a topological isomorphism between 
(G, ra) and L. The group A(1), is separable, and hence w(A(~)~) is not greater than c 
(see [12, Theorem 1.5.61). Therefore, w(L) ,< w(G x a(I),) < c. 
Consider the homomorphism P = T x id, of G x A(I), onto G* x A(I), where id, 
is the identity isomorphism of A(I),. It is clear that P is open as a product of two open 
homomorphisms (the groups G and G* carry their original topologies here). Let $ be 
the diagonal product of the homomorphisms K and x o h, T/I : G -+ G* x A(f),. Then 
P o cp = TJ, g,(G) = r and a simple verification shows that P-‘(F) = L. Since r is 
dense in 17 and P is an open homomorphism, the last equality implies that L is dense 
in G x A(l)P. From Lemma 3.13 it follows that c(L) < c. 0 
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Remark 4.4. One can prove the previous result by means of a direct use of the method 
applied in the proof of Lemma 4.2. We have chosen, however, another approach to refine 
connected topological group topologies which seems more convenient. 
The case of a separable connected topological group is considered in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. Let G be a nontrivial connected separable Abelian torsion group offnite 
exponent. Then G admits a strictly$ner connected separable topological group topology. 
A difficulty in the proof of Theorem 4.5 is the fact that a dense subgroup of a product 
of two separable groups need not be separable even if the projection of that subgroup 
to the first factor is onto. Therefore, some changes in the main reasoning are required. 
The crucial idea is to construct a homomorphism q : K 4 A(I), defined on a countable 
subgroup K of G with the graph ((2, q(z)): 5 E K} dense in G x A(T),, and then 
extend q to a homomorphism h : G + A(I)P as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. The following 
result is the first step towards a realization of this idea. 
Lemma 4.6. Let G be an uncountable separable group of a prime order p. There exists 
a countable subgroup K of G and a (discontinuous) homomorphism q : K 4 .4( I)P such 
that the group {(z, q(z)): 5 E K} is dense in the product G x A(QP. 
Proof. Our reasoning is close to that in the proof of Lemma 4.7 of [24]. Let S be a 
countable dense subset of G and L = (S) a subgroup of G generated by S. Denote by 
7r the quotient homomorphism of G onto G/L. The group G/L is uncountable, so we 
can choose an infinite subset Y = {yn: n E PI+} of distinct nonzero elements of G/L 
such that 
y,+r +! (yr , . . , yy,) for each R E N+. 
Let {t,: n E IV+} be a countable dense subset of A(QP. Define a function f : Y 4 A(I), 
by f (yn) = t, for each n E N +. From the choice of Y it follows that f extends to a 
homomorphism g : KO -+ A(I),, where KQ = (Y). Put K = n-l (Ko) and q = g o 7rl~. 
Obviously, K is a subgroup of G and /K 1 = 1 Kol IL1 = No. It remains to show that the 
set {(z, q(z)): z E K} is dense in 17 = G x A(l),. 
Let 0 = U x V be a nonempty open subset of 17. There is an element t, E V. Choose 
a E K with X(U) = yin. Then q-’ (tn) > r-’ (y,) = a + L. Since the set a + L is dense 
in G, there exists z E (u + L) n U. Thus, z E K and (z, q(z)) = (2, tn) E 0. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We divide the proof into two parts. 
Step I. The group G is of a prime order p. 
Apply Lemma 4.6 to define a countable subgroup K of G and a homomorphism 
q: K + A(I), such that the subgroup H = {(z,q(z)): x E K} of II = G x A(1), is 
dense in IT. Since c(G) < d(G) < No and w(G) < 2d(X) = c (see [17, Theorem 2.3(i)] 
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or [12, Theorem 1.5.6]), one can apply the construction used in the proof of Lemma 4.2 
and define a homomorphism h : G ---) A(I), satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) hlK = 4; 
(2) the subgroup D = {(x1 h(s)): x E G} of 17 intersects every nonempty closed 
subset F of n having the form F = cl U 0 cl V for some open subsets U, V of 
17 and satisfying bit@(F)) # 0, where p: fl --f G is the projection. 
Note that K is a direct summand of G [21, Theorem 4.3.81; therefore condition (1) 
can easily be satisfied when constructing the homomorphism h. From (1) it follows 
that D contains a countable dense subgroup H, and hence is separable. From (2) and 
Proposition 4.1 it follows that D is connected. Since the graph D of the homomorphism 
h is dense in 17, we conclude that h is discontinuous. Therefore, the group topology 
t = {p(O): 0 is open in D} 
on G is strictly finer than the original topology of G. Clearly, the group (G, t) is connected 
and separable. 
Step II. The order n of G is not prime. 
Choose a prime divisor p of n and put m = n/p. Obviously, the subgroup mG of 
G is connected and separable being a continuous image of G under the homomorphism 
$ : G -+ G, $1(g) = mg. Let W be the closure of mG in G. Then H is also connected 
and separable and we follow the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Indeed, put 
K = {g E G: pg = 0~). The group K is closed in G, and hence H C K. In particular, 
H # G. The quotient group G* = G/H is connected separable and has order p. The 
assertion proved in Step I enables us to find a connected separable topological group 
topology of for G* which is strictly finer than the quotient topology T* of this group. 
Apply Lemma 3.10 to define a connected topological group topology 7, for G with 
the base 
B = {vn7+(V,): v E 7, v, E Tf}, 
where rr : G + G* is the quotient homomorphism and 7 is the original topology of G. 
It is clear that 7, is strictly finer than 7, and it remains to show that the group (G, 7,) 
is separable. To this end, note that the topologies H inherits from (G, T) and (G, TV) 
coincide. This fact immediately follows from the definition of 7,; this was also mentioned 
in the proof of Lemma 3.10. Thus, H is a separable subgroup of (G, TV). The group 
G” = (G/H, of) is also separable by the choice of 7f. Therefore, the group (G, rn) is 
separable as well. 0 
The following problems are still open. It is quite surprising some work is left even for 
second countable groups. 
Problem 4.7. Let G be a nontrivial second-countable connected Abelian torsion group. 
Does G admit a strictly finer connected topological group topology? If yes, can this 
topology be chosen second countable? 
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Problem 4.8. If G is a nontrivial separable connected Abelian torsion group, does G 
admit a strictly finer connected (separable) topological group topology? 
Concluding remarks. Studying TG refinements of connected Abelian torsion groups, it 
is natural to ask whether they exist at all and how sporadic they are among nondiscrete 
Abelian torsion groups. The positive answer to the first part of the question is provided by 
Lemma 3.8: for every prime p, the quotient group HP = A(I)/pA(I) of the free Graev- 
Abelian group A(1) over the unit interval I is a separable connected elementary p-group 
(that is, all nonzero elements of HP have order p) of cardinality c and weight c. One can 
even go further and show that the group HP admits a coarser second-countable Hausdorff 
TG topology, so there exist connected second-countable Hausdorff elementary p-groups. 
Note also that the unit interval I can be substituted by any compact connected space X, 
thus giving the variety of connected Abelian torsion groups HP(X) = A(X)/pA(X). 
This construction goes back to Graev [ 131. However, Markov [ 181 was the first to consider 
the problem and proved the existence of connected Abelian torsion groups. 
It is easy to see that all the groups H,(X) are a-compact. The following fact is more 
surprising: there are no compact connected Abelian torsion groups (except a trivial one). 
All proofs of this assertion known to the authors, rely on Pontryagin-van Kampen duality 
theory (see [15. Theorem 24.25 or Theorem 25.91); it would be interesting to find a direct 
proof of it. 
There are other obstacles to introducing connected Hausdorff TG topologies in Abelian 
groups. One of them is the existence of unconditionally closed subgroups of finite index. 
Following Markov [19], we call a subset A of a group G unconditionally closed in G 
if A is closed in every Hausdorff group topology on G. Let p and q be distinct prime 
numbers and G = h’ x L a product of two nontrivial Abelian groups K and L, where 
K is an elementary p-group and L is an elementary q-group. Consider a homomorphism 
w : G + G defined by y(~, y) = (pz, py) for all 2 E K and y E L. It is clear that p is T- 
continuous for any TG topology r on G, and hence the subgroup K’ = K x { 0~) = ker p 
of G is r-closed in G if the topology r is Hausdorff. Suppose that the group L is finite. 
Then the quotient group G/K’ 2 L is finite nonvoid and discrete, so that the topology T 
is disconnected. This proves that G does not admit connected Hausdorff TG topologies. 
For more information on this subject see [19] or [3, Section 3.51. 
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